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About This Game

Truth: Disorder is an exciting story about a guy named Thoru who once realizes that his whole life is a lie.

The game will surprise you:
- An interesting story full of mysteries and secrets.

- Unexpected twists and turns in the plot.
- Several bright characters, each of which is unique and in interaction with the hero.
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Publisher:
JustE Publishing
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English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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It Seems To Crash With Newer Systems, I am pretty sure its the Steam C++ compatablility issue.

 - Loaded onto an older system and works perfectly fine, if you want to play it, I recomend using a virtual machine so you can
install the software used during the time that CK1 was released.. buy this dlc to be cooler. [>100h offline]
Wonderful.
If you like simple games,relaxing,management never too stressfull but peaceful ,this is the game for you.
Even if in alpha,there is so much to do and so many items to unlock that is seems complete already.

Also,the developers are very responsive and passionate.
We want more dev and games like this!!

. I love strategic card games!
And "Clash of Cards" is the best card game I've ever seen before!
Recommended!. Very good VN. Good story, Multiple routes. Good CGs. Good read.. Soundtrack is superb. And now it has
FLAC along with mp3, and it is awesome!
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Absolutely loved this game - until I got stuck near the end, and seemingly through no fault of my own. I wouldn't necessarily
NOT recommend it, I don't know if the issues was with my system, my copy of the game, or the actual programming of the
game itself. It was fun at first, though, so it is worth a try if you're up to seeing if you can get all the way through. The setting
was amazingly gorgeous and relaxing.. A classic from my childhood that passed many a bored afternoon, and which holds up
remarkably well given the fact that it's 21 years old, with a little bit of jankiness in terms of tabbing in\/out. It's a great time if
you like DOOM. It's also a great time if you don't. For 5 bucks, it's a steal. It's amazing to see how far we've come since this
game came out.

Timeless fun.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the sawmill though.. The gameplay is interesting as you need to survive then command a small
group of fellows to follow procedures to sustain the village. However, the UI is complex as it requires you to hold buttons then
mouse over and other stuff.. I managed to set up some of the settler but have no idea how i did it.

. A pretty good arcade game with very impressive and long singleplayer campaign.

And if you are not a spoiled child, you can easily change settings and resolution. Just go to installation folder of the game and hit
Configure.exe.(Full HD resolution is available too). I should have paid closer attention to the description. This is NOT a game.

meh, it was almost free.. A truly enjoyable game, I will highly recommend it.
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